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We report on heat conduction properties of thermal interface materials with self-aligning “magnetic graphene”
fillers. Graphene enhanced nano-composites were synthesized by an inexpensive and scalable technique based
on liquid-phase exfoliation. Functionalization of graphene and few-layer-graphene flakes with Fe3O4 nanoparti-
cles allowed us to align the fillers in an external magnetic field during dispersion of the thermal paste to the
connecting surfaces. The filler alignment results in a strong increase of the apparent thermal conductivity and
thermal diffusivity through the layer of nano-composite inserted between two metallic surfaces. The self-
aligning “magnetic graphene” fillers improve heat conduction in composites with both curing and non-curing
matrix materials. The thermal conductivity enhancement with the oriented fillers is a factor of two larger than
that with the random fillers even at the low ~1 wt.% of graphene loading. The real-life testing with computer
chips demonstrated the temperature rise decrease by asmuch as 10 °C with use of the non-curing thermal inter-
face material with ~1 wt.% of the oriented fillers. Our proof-of-concept experiments suggest that the thermal in-
terface materials with functionalized graphene and few-layer-graphene fillers, which can be oriented during the
composite application to the surfaces, can lead to a newmethod of thermalmanagement of advanced electronics.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The increasing power densities in electronicsmade efficient heat re-
moval a crucial issue for progress in information, communication and
energy storage technologies [1–6]. Development of thenext generations
of integrated circuits (ICs) and ultra-fast high-power transistors depend
on efficient heat removal [3,4]. High-power-density devices such as
Gallium Nitride (GaN) field-effect transistors (FETs) and GaN light-
emitting diodes used in solid-state lighting require a better thermal
management technology than is currently available [7–9]. Decreasing
the temperature rise, ΔT, in GaN transistors by only 10 °C doubles the
life-time of the device while decreasing ΔT by 20 °C increases the tran-
sistor mean-time to failure by an order-of-magnitude [7]. A comparable
reduction in the operating temperature of silicon (Si) complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) transistors would allow the chip
manufacturers to substantially increase the clock speed of ICs. The de-
mands for better thermal management are not limited to electronics.
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The power generation technologies for the photovoltaic solar cells also
require efficient thermal management. Modern solar cells have an effi-
ciency of ~15% in the conversion of light to electricity [10–12]. More
than 70% of solar energy is lost as heat and has to be removed from
the cell to prevent performance degradation [12–14].

Themost important and commonly used component of passive ther-
mal management is thermal interface material (TIM). There are differ-
ent types of TIMs, including curing and non-curing thermal pastes,
phase-change materials and solid heat spreaders. The function of TIM
is to fill the voids and grooves created by the imperfect surface finish
of two connecting surfaces and to improve surface contact and the con-
duction pathway across the interface. Typical TIM consists of a base
(matrix)material andfillers, which are used to increase the overall ther-
mal conductivity. Conventional fillers include silver, aluminum oxide
and other metal or ceramic particles. Large loading fractions (f N 50
vol.%) may be required in order to achieve desirable thermal conductiv-
ity. Development of more efficient TIMs is crucial for improving heat re-
moval and reducingΔT of awide range of devices. The common strategy
for improving TIM performance is finding the right filler material with
high intrinsic thermal conductivity, which can couple well with thema-
trix and attach to the connecting surfaces.While the thermal conductiv-
ity and thermal resistance of TIM are important characteristics of the
material, the ultimate metric for the performance of TIMs is the
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temperature rise reduction, which can be achieved within a given de-
vice – heat sink assembly.

The discovery of unique heat conduction properties of graphene
[15–18] promptly led to the proposals of the use of graphene and few-
layer graphene (FLG) as fillers in TIMs [19–23]. In the thermal context,
we consider a flake to be FLG rather than a piece of graphite as long as
its thickness is below 7–10 atomic planes, and correspondingly,
Raman spectrum is different from that of bulk graphite [24]. For practi-
cal thermal applications, FLG can have certain benefits as compared to
single layer graphene. The thermal conductivity of FLG is still high and
it is subject to less degradation when FLG flake is embedded inside ma-
trix material as compared to that of graphene [18]. The larger cross-
sectional area of FLG translates to higher heat fluxes along the length
of the flake as compared to single-layer graphene. Significant enhance-
ment of the bulk thermal conductivity of epoxy with the addition of a
proper mixture of graphene and FLG (with the loading f b 10 vol.%)
was reported in several studies [19–23]. The results with other matrix
materials such as paraffin wax (CnH2n+2 hydrocarbons) were also
promising [25,26]. The above mentioned studies used randomized but
uniform mixture of graphene and FLG fillers in the matrix. A uniform
dispersion of the fillers and the absence of air bubbles are important
for the improved heat conduction properties of the prepared compos-
ites [21–23,26,27].

The theory considerations for graphene composites [28,29] and ex-
perimental results for other types of fillers suggest that a strong increase
in thermal conductivity at small loading fraction f can be achieved if the
fillers are aligned along the direction of heat flux. In the TIM context the
direction of alignment should be perpendicular to the connecting sur-
faces, thus, facilitating heat transfer from one surface (e.g. computer
chip) to another (e.g. heat sink or package). Recentmolecular dynamics
(MD) simulations predicted that one can achieve a tremendous ×400
enhancement of the thermal conductivity along the direction of the
graphene flake alignment at small f=5 vol.% in common matrix mate-
rials [28]. In the direction perpendicular to the alignment no thermal
conductivity increase was obtained. The experimental results with
other fillers, such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [30–37], are in line
with this theoretical prediction. TIMs with low graphene and FLG filler
loading (f b 5 vol.%) are strongly preferable because high f results in in-
creased viscosity, air gap formation and agglomeration, which degrade
heat conduction properties. The low loading of graphene is also benefi-
cial for keeping the price of TIMs within an acceptable range.

In this paper, we show that functionalizing graphene and FLG with
Fe3O4 nanoparticles can help one to achieve the goal of alignment of
the fillers during the dispersion of the TIM. The proposed method is in-
expensive and scalable for industrial use. The strongly enhanced heat
conduction properties are evidenced from the measurements of the
apparent thermal conductivity and temperature rise in actual heat
generating devices. The testing with computer chips demonstrated
that the temperature rise can decrease by as much as 10 °C with use
of non-curing thermal interface material with ~1 wt.% of the oriented
graphene fillers. Previous experiments with aligned fillers used CNTs
grown by the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or by the microwave
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) [30–37]. The
approach based on CVD growth requires high temperature processing
and complicated assembly. It is also prohibitively expensive for most
TIM applications. Our results indicate that TIMs with low loading of
functionalized graphene and FLG fillers, which can be oriented during
the composite application to the surfaces, have the potential for a break-
through in thermal management of advanced electronics.

2. Synthesis of the graphene-enhanced thermal interface materials

The graphene and FLG solution was produced following the scalable
liquid-phase exfoliation (LPE) method [38,39]. The functionalization
was achieved via the recipe previously developed for CNTs used inmag-
netic and biomedical applications [40,41]. It involves poly-sodium-4-
styrene-sulfonate (PSS) as a wrapping polymer and polyelectrolyte
poly-dimethyl-diallylammonium chloride (PDDA) for a homogeneous
distribution of positive charges [42–49]. In this approach, the positive
charges ensure the adsorption of negatively chargedmagnetic nanopar-
ticles onto the surface of graphene and FLG by means of electrostatic
interactions. The process produced graphene fillers dressed with mag-
netic nanoparticles of ~10 nm average diameter. We also found that a
mixture of graphene and FLG flakes with magnetic nanoparticles
followed by temperature treatment under certain conditions likewise
resulted in attachment of nanoparticles to graphene fillers without
these intermediate chemical processing steps.

The functionalization of graphene with magnetic nanoparticles
followed the CNT route, which was demonstrated for applications other
than thermal management [40–51]. The method combines polymer
wrapping technique (PWT) and layer-by-layer (LBL) self-assembly
allowing the non-covalent attachment of nanoparticles to the carbon
filler leaving intact their structure and thermal properties (see Fig. 1).
The non-covalent bonding is an important aspect of the procedure be-
cause it preserves the intrinsically high thermal conductivity of graphene
[18,27]. Stronger covalent bonding sometimes used for increasing CNT
filler – matrix coupling often results in defect formation leading to pho-
non scattering and TC reduction at least at some filler loading fractions
[27]. We utilized poly-sodium-4-styrene-sulfonate (PSS) as a wrapping
polymer providing stable dispersions of carbon fillers (both CNTs and
graphene). Owing to the high density of sulfonate groups on the nega-
tively charged polyelectrolyte PSS, the PSS coating acts as a primer on
the graphene surface for subsequent homogeneous adsorption of the cat-
ionic polyelectrolyte poly-dimethyl-diallylammonium chloride (PDDA)
through the electrostatic interactions [41,52,53]. The deposited PDDA
layer, in its turn, provides a homogeneous distributionof positive charges.
The positive charges ensure the efficient adsorption of negatively charged
magnetic nanoparticles onto the surface of graphene bymeans of electro-
static interactions. The adsorption of nanoparticles (diameter range
D ~ 6–10 nm) on graphene surfaces is achieved more effectively than
that on CNT surfaces due to CNT's high curvature, which hinders the
formation of dense coatings. The magnetic nanoparticles prepared in
solution (basic pH) are negatively charged and therefore are electrostat-
ically attracted to the positively charged PDDA layer adsorbed on
graphene fillers. It was reported for CNTs that the pH for the most effi-
cient adsorption of Fe3O4\\ɣ\\Fe2O3 nanoparticles on polyelectrolyte
was found to be 11.9–12.0 [41].

The steps for preparing epoxy-based TIMs with “magnetic
graphene” fillers were similar to the ones described by some of us else-
where for regular LPE graphene [19] (see Fig. 2). The epoxy based com-
ponents were weighed with the intended loading wt% of LPE graphene
powder to the resin (Epoxy-MountResin 145–10,010) and thehardener
(Epoxy-Mount Hardener 145–10,015) at the manufacturer's 10:3 ratio
guideline. The composites were evenly mixed (Flacktek DAC 150)
under vacuum conditions. The vacuum pump accessory was used to
evacuate the bubbles trapped as a result of mixing dry materials with
liquids. The optimized speed mixer setting was found to be approxi-
mately 500 rpm for 20 s. The low mixing speed and time were used
owing to the high sheering of the dry graphene powder in the non-
cured epoxy at higher mixing speeds (N1000 rpm) that caused the
epoxy to cure faster than desired. Several cycles of mixing and
vacuuming were applied to achieve the uniformly mixed composites.
The composites were then exposed to a magnetic field (H = 1.2 T) for
flake ordering. The synthesis of non-curing TIMs with “magnetic
graphene” followed a similar process. We used commercial base
(Loctite TCP 4000 D PSX-D). The base material was weighted and the
desired graphene loading fraction was added using a speed mixer
(Flacktek DAC 150) for uniform distribution. Themixingwas performed
from 300 rpm to 1000 rpm for 1 min to 5 min between incremental
additions of graphene filler to the basematerial until the desiredweight
percent of graphene, viscosity and smoothness were achieved. The pro-
cess was carried out under vacuum conditions to evacuate air bubbles



Fig. 1. Schematic of the technique for graphene and few-layer-graphene functionalizationwithmagnetic nanoparticles. The steps include: addition of PSS to graphene solution resulting in
graphene surface coatingwith the “primer”; addition of PDDA, which sticks to PSS “primer” via electrostatic interactions and provides distribution of positive charges on graphene fillers;
addition of the solution of magnetic nanoparticles, which attach to PDDA layer via electrostatic interaction during the stirring; mixing of the magnetically functionalized graphene fillers
with the matrix material resulting in the composite, which is ready for filler alignment with an external magnetic field.
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from the composite. The resulting mixture should have a smooth
texture. The roughness is an indication of excessive air mixed into the
composite, which strongly degrade the thermal conductivity. The
graphene enhanced TIMswere sandwiched between two surfaces of in-
terest, e.g. thin copper (Cu) foils, for thermal testing. Two glass slides
were used to apply even pressure to the sandwiched TIM between
two connecting surfaces. The flake alignment was achieved by placing
the surface–TIM–surface sandwich, e.g. Cu–TIM–Cu structure, on a per-
manent magnet (K&J Magnetics 1.2 Tesla NdFeB).

Fig. 3 illustrates the structure and properties of the “magnetic
graphene”, i.e. graphene and few-layer-graphene flakes functionalized
with magnetic nanoparticles. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images have been
used to confirm the attachment of magnetic nanoparticles (see Fig. 3
Fig. 2. Illustration of the technological steps for synthesis of thermal interfacematerials with gra
raw graphite sourcematerial. The functionalization step involves attachment ofmagnetic nanop
CVD growth of ordered arrays of carbon nanotubes.
(a–b)). For the proof-of-concept experiments we did not attempt to
have only single-layer graphene and perfect dispersion. Some agglom-
eration was allowed and even desirable for visualization of flake align-
ment. We have previously demonstrated that a mixture of graphene
and FLG works better for thermal management applications [19,21,
20]. The functionalized graphene and FLG flakes were incorporated
into the matrix materials, e.g. epoxies or non-curing natural oil bases.
The alignment of the functionalized graphene flakes with an external
magnetic field was made possible with the recent development of
strong permanent magnets [54–55]. Such magnets, e.g. nickel plated
neodymium (NdFeB), can provide the near-field magnetic field intensi-
ty in the range from 0.5–2 T needed for the proposed application. It is
important that the magnetic field lines in such magnets are predomi-
nantly perpendicular to the connecting surfaces.
phene and few-layer-graphene fillers. The liquid phase exfoliation of graphene starts with
articles shown in the previousfigure. The entire process is scalable and less expensive than



Fig. 3. Preparation and characterization of the graphene and few-layer-graphene fillers functionalized with magnetic nanoparticles. (a) Scanning electron microscopy of graphene and
few-layer-graphene flakes synthesized by the liquid-phase exfoliation technique. (b) Transmission electron microscopy image of the graphene flake with attached Fe3O4 nanoparticles.
Observed agglomeration of graphene flakes did not prevent alignment and thermal applications. (c) Photograph illustrating a reaction of themagnetically functionalized graphene fillers
on a permanent magnet (B = 1.5 T). (d) Two copper foils with the functionalized graphene TIM between them placed on a flat permanent magnet for alignment of the “magnetic
graphene” fillers. (e) Optical microscopy image of epoxywith aligned graphene fillers. Higher loading of graphene and few-layer-graphene fillers were used to reveal alignment at a larger
length scale.
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3. Thermal conductivity and diffusivity of the graphene composites

The performance of TIMs can be characterized by its thermal
resistance, RTIM, with specific bounding surfaces: RTIM≡H/KA=H/
K+RC1+RC2. Here H is the bond line thickness (BLT), K is thermal con-
ductivity of TIMs, RC1 and RC2 are the thermal contact resistances of the
TIM layer with the two bonding surfaces. In this definition, KA is the ef-
fective or apparent thermal conductivity of the TIMwith two contact re-
sistances. The magnitudes of RTIM and KA depend on the thermal
conductivity of the TIM, BLT and the thermal contact resistances,
which are affected, in their turn, by the surface roughness, temperature
and viscosity. The values of RTIM or KA have to be determined with
practical BLT. Rewriting the above equation for KA one can get its
dependence on BLT and contact resistances: KA=K×[1+(K/
H)(RC1+RC2)]−1.The apparent thermal conductivity, KA, is a more prac-
tical metric for comparing TIM performance with actual bonding than
the thermal conductivity, K, measured for bulk composite samples. For
the proof-of-concept demonstration of the flake alignment approach
we focus on determining KA of the composites with relevant connecting
surfaces and temperature rise in actual devices. Detailed study of RTIM
with various BLT and under different pressures is beyond the scope of
this work.

The TIM composites were prepared with conventional curing epoxy
and with non-curing commercial TIMs used for IC chip packaging. We
first tested and verified that the apparent thermal conductivity of
non-curing TIMs increases with the addition of LPE graphene fillers.
The apparent thermal conductivitywasmeasured by twodifferent tech-
niques. Thefirst technique involved the TIMTester (Analysis Tech1400)
that adheres to ASTM standards. The results of the measurements with
the TIM Tester gave the apparent value of the thermal conductivity,
which includes the thermal contact resistance with the connecting
surfaces of interest, e.g. Cu to Cu or Si to aluminum (Al). The second
technique used “laser flash” methods (Netzsch LFA 477 Nanoflash)
compliant with the international standard ASTM E-1461, DIM EN 821
and DIN 30905. Following this technique, we measure the thermal dif-
fusivity, which, in turn, is used to determine the thermal conductivity
via the equation K = ραCp, where K is the thermal conductivity, ρ is
the mass density, α is the thermal diffusivity and Cp is the specific
heat. The Xenon flash lamp introduces an energy pulse to one side of
the sample and the time dependent temperature rise is measured
using an infrared (IR) detector (In–Sb) on the opposite side of the sam-
ple. All samples were custom fitted into planar circles with a 12.6 mm
diameter in order to properly fit into the sample holder for cross-
planemeasurements. Awasher-likemaskwas used to prevent any leak-
age of light from the Xenon lamp to the In–Sb detector on the opposite
side of the sample.

Fig. 4 shows representative results of the thermal conductivity
measurements for the non-curing TIMs with graphene and few-layer-



Fig. 4. Apparent thermal conductivity of a representative commercial TIM with different
loading fraction, f, of graphene without alignment. The apparent thermal conductivity,
which includes the thermal boundary resistance (TBR) with connecting surfaces, mono-
tonically increases with f in the examined range. The higher loadings were not practical
owing to the increased viscosity and reduced uniformity of graphene dispersion.
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graphene fillers as the loading changes from zero to 6 wt.%. One can see
that KA monotonically increases with f. The higher loadings were not
practical owing to the increased viscosity and reduced uniformity of
graphene dispersion. Addition of a small fraction (f = 6%) of randomly
oriented graphene and FLG improved the apparent thermal conductivi-
ty of TIM spread between twoAl plates bymore than a factor of two. The
resultswere typical for differentmeasurements of non-curing TIMs. The
increase in KA was achieved without optimization of the composition
of the matrix material for additional graphene fillers. The apparent
thermal conductivity revealed almost no dependence on temperature,
which is characteristic for disordered materials and beneficial for prac-
tical applications.

Fig. 5 presents the thermal diffusivity data across a Cu–TIM–Cu
“sandwich” measured using the “laser flash” technique. The mixture of
the graphene and FLG fillers has been functionalized with the magnetic
Fig. 5. Apparent thermal diffusivity for Cu–TIM–Cu structure as a function of temperature.
The data are shown for a sample where the graphene fillers were left random and another
sample where they were oriented with a help of a flat permanent magnet. Note that the
heat dissipation via TIM with the oriented graphene fillers is substantially better than in
the reference commercial TIM and TIM with random graphene fillers.
nanoparticles. In one sample the fillers were left randomized while in
another they were oriented by placing the sample on a flat permanent
magnet. The thermal diffusivity, α, for conventional TIM without
graphenewasα ~ 0.23mm2/s. This diffusivity value also includes the ef-
fect of the contact resistance with Cu plates. The addition of ~1 wt.% of
graphene — FLG random fillers increases the apparent diffusivity by
about a factor of 1.5. The increase is substantially larger — by a factor
of 3.8 — for the oriented graphene fillers of the same loading fraction.
For realistic BLT, the fillers do not extend all the way from one surface
to another and do not form a complete percolation network. However,
alignment of the fillers along the direction of the heat flow substantially
improves the heat conduction properties.

In order to further elucidate the effect of alignment of graphene
fillers we show the ratio of the apparent thermal conductivity in TIMs
with the graphene fillers, Km, to that in the reference TIM without the
fillers, Ko (see the Fig. 6). These measurements were performed for
TIMs with 1 wt.% of graphene inserted between two Cu films. As one
can see the enhancement of the thermal conductivity is substantially
higher for the TIMs with oriented graphene fillers rather than random
fillers. However, even random graphene and FLG fillers at low loading
increase the apparent thermal conductivity by a factor of 1.5. These
data show that the benefits of the low loading of graphenefillers report-
ed previously for bulk samples [19–20] are preserved for TIM layers
with small BLT squeezed between two relevant surfaces. In order to in-
crease the heat conduction properties, one can either increase the load-
ing of graphene fillers, within certain limits, or use a filler alignment
procedure to achieve the same enhancement with smaller loading
fractions.

The orientation of graphene fillers results in the enhanced heat con-
duction in composites with epoxy base as well. As one can see in Fig. 7
that the enhancement of the apparent thermal conductivity with the
oriented graphene fillers is twice as strong as that with the random
fillers at small loading (f=1wt.%) of the graphene. The ratio of the ap-
parent thermal conductivity of the composite to that of the base epoxy
Km/Ko ~ 3.2 for the oriented fillers and Km/Ko ~ 1.7 for the random fillers.
This result is obtained for the apparent thermal conductivity, which in-
cludes the effect of the thermal contact resistances to the connecting
metal surfaces. The enhancement for the bulk thermal conductivity
can be stronger. It is interesting to note that the temperature depen-
dence of the thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of composites
with oriented fillers is somewhat different from that of composites
Fig. 6.Ratio of the apparent thermal conductivity of the graphene-enhanced TIM to that of
the reference TIM as a function of temperature. The data are shown for TIMs with random
and oriented graphene fillers. Note that the enhancement of thermal conductivity is sub-
stantially higher for TIMs with the oriented graphene fillers.



Fig. 7. Apparent thermal conductivity in epoxy composite with the random and oriented
graphene fillers. The data are shown for 1% of graphene loading. Note that the enhance-
ment is twice as strong for the oriented fillers at this low loading fraction.
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with random fillers (see Figs. 3, 4 and 5). The thermal conductivity of
composites with random fillers increases with temperature, which is
characteristic of amorphous and disordered materials [18–20,56–58].
Similarly, a weak increasing trendwas observed in other TIMswith ran-
dom graphene fillers [18–21]. In contrast, the decrease in the thermal
conductivity of composites with oriented graphene fillers can be ex-
plained by the decreasing viscosity at elevated temperatures, resulting
in partial loss of the filler orientation.

We have also tested the performance of oriented graphene fillers
with the thermal phase change materials (PCM) commonly used for
thermalmanagement of photovoltaic solar cells. The room temperature
thermal conductivity of conventional PCM between two Cu plates was
Ko = 0.3 W/mK. The thermal conductivity of the composites with
random and oriented graphene fillers was determined to be Km =
0.6W/mK and Km=1.25W/mK, respectively. As with other basemate-
rials orientation allowed us to increase the enhancement by a factor of
two at relatively low graphene loading fractions. The temperature de-
pendence of the thermal conductivity was similar to that of non-
curing and epoxy composites. In addition, we verified that oriented
graphene fillers perform better than the random graphene fillers,
whichwere not functionalizedwithmagnetic nanoparticles. Our results
indicate that thefiller orientation approachworkswith awide variety of
base materials used in passive thermal management.

The priorworkwith aligned fillers for thermalmanagement applica-
tionswasmostly focused on CNT arrays. The reported experiments have
shown that a dense array of vertically aligned CNTs grown on Si and Cu
substrates can provide thermal resistance values, which are less than
20 mm2K/W [30–37]. The values obtained for CNT arrays are compara-
ble to commercially available solders with the thermal resistances rang-
ing from7 to 28mm2K/W [30]. However, the reported vertically aligned
CNT arrayswere grown by CVDor PECVD techniques at temperatures of
about 750 °C. In the cases when the lowest thermal resistance values
were achieved, the CNT arrays had to be grown on both connecting sur-
faces. This is technologically a challenging and expensive approach. Our
proposed technique is inexpensive, scalable and can be implemented
with conventional equipment for TIM dispersion. The alignment only
requires pads with embedded flat permanent magnets. One should
note that the tested TIMs with self-aligning “magnetic graphene” fillers
have not been optimized for loading fraction, flake size and viscosity of
the matrix. However, the proof-of-concept measurements
demonstratingfiller alignmentwithmagnetic field suggest that thermal
resistances below 20mm2K/W are achievable with practical BLT values.

4. Temperature rise testing in computers

The thermal conductivity measured for bulk samples is a material
metric,whichdoes not completely characterize howwell itwill perform
in practice. The apparent thermal conductivity measured for realistic
BLT, which includes the effect of the thermal interface resistances, is a
more informative characteristic of TIMs. However, themetric used in in-
dustry for assessment of the suitability of TIM for a specific application is
a temperature rise in a given device or a system with specific TIM. We
conducted temperature rise, ΔT, testing using a high-end desktop com-
puter. These experiments allowed us to assess the TIM efficiency in
transferring generated heat away from the computer processing unit
(CPU). For these practical tests, the conventional TIM supplied with
the CPU package was removed and replaced with our graphene-
enhanced TIMs. To achieve alignment of the functionalized graphene
fillers the CPU assemblies were placed on a flat permanent magnet.
Below we describe the details of the temperature rise testing in CPUs
of desktop computers.

To assess TIM efficiency in transferring generated heat away from a
CPU we assembled a custom desktop computer system. The tempera-
ture rise measurements were performed on a CPU under the stress-
test conditions to guarantee controlled constant-power output. The
CPU was actively cooled with liquid that passed through channels
beneath the copper heat-sink attached to the CPU, with further heat ex-
change in radiators. The active cooling setup allows for control of envi-
ronmental variables that significantly affect the temperature of the
CPU's core. Conventional air-cooled setups use ambient air, which has
temperature widely fluctuating over the test time. The selected CPU
(Intel® Core™ i7-4770 K) was able to generate high thermal density
power output while offering embedded reliable temperature monitor-
ing capabilities. It draws 84W atmaximum power consumption during
the thermally significant period while running stress-test software.
Each of its four physical cores had an embedded thermistor for in-situ
temperature monitoring. Averaging of the four readings was used to
providemore reliable andnoise-resistant temperature-rise data. The ac-
tive temperature management was ensured with a liquid closed-loop
cooling system (Corsair®). The cooling system offered a high degree
of control and thermal stability due to large radiator area and high
heat capacity of circulating liquid. The round copper heat-sink disk
was positioned on a maze of embedded water channels to maximize
the effective thermal intake area. A large surface area facilitated cover-
age of the entire CPU's secondary heat sink. The polished surface offers
better heat sink–to–TIM bonding and reduced the number and depth
of the surface trenches prone to trapping thermally-insulating air. The
CPU was kept at its peak computing capacity and thus generated the
maximum possible thermal density using three stress-test software
tools: InterBurnTest, OCCT and LINX. The software overloaded the CPU
with unending series of floating-point arithmetic operations and nu-
meric linear algebra computations for user-specified period of time. To
monitor and log the thermal state of all physical cores, two temperature
acquisition programs were used: CoreTemp and RealTemp. Both are ca-
pable of reading raw data from four embedded thermistors at specified
time intervals, buffer the data, average to eliminate any erroneous fluc-
tuations in readings and log data to a text file. During the measure-
ments, RealTemp performed logging at 3 s intervals and CoreTemp
performed 1000 ms thermistor polling and averaging over 10 readings
with 10 s single-value logging. All experimental runs were conducted
over the period of 24 h at 100% CPU loading. The profile curve for com-
mercial (IceFusion) TIMs served as a base for comparison of efficiency of
the synthesized TIMswith oriented graphene fillers. The decrease in the
magnitude of the temperature profile with respect to established base-
line indicated lower temperatures in the cores of the CPU. BLT was con-
trolled with a micrometer and maintained approximately constant for
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various TIMs. The “magnetic graphene”filler alignmentwas achieved by
placing CPU heat sinks on flat permanent magnets (N52 Neodymium),
which provided ~1.5 T field. After the magnetic alignment the CPU
with TIM was assembled with the liquid-cooled heat sink for stress-
testing and temperature-rise monitoring. The testing facility was
equipped with a climate control. The ambient temperature fluctuations
were negligible (~1.5 °C drift within 24 h).

In Fig. 8 we show the temperature rise as a function of time inside a
computer operating with a heavy computational load. The data were
obtained using two temperature acquisition programs (see METHODS
section). The data in Fig. 8 (a) is for TIMs with random graphene fillers.
For proper comparison the graphene fillers have also been functional-
ized with magnetic nanoparticles but not oriented with the magnetic
field. One can see that the increasing weight fraction, f, of graphene
fillers results in decreasing CPU temperature. At f≈ 4% the temperature
riseΔT=55 °C, which is lower by 10 °C ofΔT recorded for the reference
commercial TIM. The performance of TIMswith 1% of graphenedoes not
differ substantially from the reference TIM. Approximately 5 °C reduc-
tion in ΔT was achieved with f ≈ 2% of random graphene fillers.
Orientation of the functionalized graphene fillers results in drastic im-
provement of the TIM efficiency. Fig. 8 (b) shows that the temperature
rise is reduced in the CPU by as much as 10 °C after 15 h of operation
when TIM with f ≈ 1% of the oriented graphene fillers is used. This
reduction is substantial for practical applications. In some device tech-
nologies the reduction of the temperature rise by 20 °C translates into
an order of magnitude increase of the device life-time [7,10].
Fig. 8. Temperature rise inside a computer CPU as a function of time. The data are present-
ed for CPU packages that utilized TIMs with random graphene fillers (a) and oriented
graphenefillers (b). As a reference the temperature rise in CPU packagewith conventional
commercial TIM is shown with a black line. The insets show the backside of a computer
chip with applied TIM. The data were obtained using two different temperature acquisi-
tion programs.
5. Conclusions

We conducted proof-of-concept investigation of the thermal in-
terface materials with self-aligning “magnetic graphene” fillers.
Functionalization of LPE graphene flakes with Fe3O4 nanoparticles
allowed us to align graphene fillers in an external magnetic field
during dispersion of the thermal paste to the connecting surfaces. The
graphene filler alignment resulted in a strong increase of the thermal
conductivity of the composites. The self-aligning “magnetic graphene”
fillers improve heat conduction in composites with both curing and
non-curing matrix materials. The testing conducted with computer
chips demonstrated the temperature rise decrease by as much as
10 °C with use of the non-curing thermal interface material with
~1 wt.% of the oriented graphene fillers. The demonstrated TIMs with
self-aligning “magnetic graphene” fillers present a less expensive alter-
native to CNT arrays grown by CVDmethod at high temperature. In our
design, the aligning of graphene fillers can be accomplished during TIM
dispersion to the connecting surfaces in standard industrial environ-
ment. The obtained results suggest that TIMs with functionalized
graphene fillers have a potential for a major development in thermal
management of advanced electronics.
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